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Manav Arya <manav.arya@gmail.com>

Feedback on Sale & Service of my 328i 

Rajinder Sehmby <Rajinder.Sehmby@bmwdeutschemotoren.in> Mon, Oct 26, 2015 at 6:10 PM

To: Manav <manav.arya@gmail.com>

Cc: Manisha.singh@bmwdeutschemotoren.in

Dear Mr. Arya,

 

 

Thank you very much for sharing your feedback with us. Your email is a clear illustrator of your love and passion for
your BMW.

 

In regards to the concerns ( related to service) mentioned in your email, we would like to submit that the car was received
in workshop only once for tyre replacement and the job was performed in your presence only. We regret that we don’t
agree with your point that dents /scratches have been created during that time as it has been verified with our records also
that the car was received with the same scratches that have been shown in the pictures sent by you. Moreover it was also
not pointed out by you while taking the vehicle delivery. We request you to kindly spare some time to visit us along with
the car to enable us to understand the concern and to work out the best possible solution.

 

While requesting for your kind understanding, we assure you of our best services at all times.

 

 

 

With kind regards, 
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